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Preface
In a rapidly changing metropolis like Singapore, most that remains of our memories
are the names of tarmac where they once
stood. Streets we remember aims to document the memories of Singapore streets-from forgotten landmarks to the noise of
hawkers, all memories are welcome.
In this book, we have chosen to start with
Upper East Coast and East Coast Roads
due to their familiarity we have these
streets. We have collected through interviews the memories of some of the residents along East Coast Road, as they recall
their past that would have been otherwise
forgotten through time.

Katong
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Mr. Peter Wee
X Mr. Peter Wee

17/1/2012
The first image that comes racing back to Mr Wee
when one mentions the East Coast is the beach
where wealthy Peranakans would locate their beach
bungalows for use on weekends for family outings.
Development of the area came when shophouses
and terrace houses were built. His grandfather, Tan
Cheng Kee a merchant, built the row of shophouses
that now house Mr Wee’s antique house as well as
Singapore’s first movie theatre at Beach Road.
“What you can see today is nothing. It is what you
can’t see,” he said.
Mr Wee recalls the Mandi Safar tradition, a long and
totally forgotten festivity, synonymous of Kampong
Amber, a mixture of Peranakan and Malay setlers
who would parade in bullock carts from Geylang Serai through Joo Chiat to the beaches of East Coast
together with family. From there they would have a
bath in the sea.
“I think from there would come the origins of the
song, Di Tanjong Katong. Peranakans all love the Tanjong Katong song,” he said chuckling.
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Recently, Mr Wee was invited to speak at the opening of I12 Katong Golden Village theatres the first cincma to open after 20 years without one in the area. During their heydays, Katong was filled with movie
cinemas each catering to different language groups. Cinemas were a popular form of entertainment for
the local population.
Roxy theatre is the only to have left a permanent mark with Roxy square today. Beside it was Pallace
Theatre all screening English films. There were also Garic and Queens theatres, the latter screening Hindustani movies. Further down at the Geylang Serai Market, Singapura Theatre served the Malay movies. Hollywood theatre in Tanjong Katong on the other hand was a hit for Chinese films. It became a church and is
now a Sheng Siong supermarket.
Mr Wee, would pass through East Coast Road on his way to his familiy’s Changi bungalow on weekends
when the area was growing with importance and bustling with activity. Hawkers would ply along the street
whether on foot or on a bicycle and make distinctive sounds to inform passer-bys of the foods they
were selling. For instance, the Lo Ka Yet* seller would peddle a bicycle whilst making a highly nasal “eh”
sound or would recite the dish in such a manner as well.
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The Yak- Fan man, selling char siu rice would recite Yak-Fan in the same nasal voice, carrying the rice on
his back to the doorsteps of residents. The Bread sellers from local bakeries would peddle up and down,
selling freshly made bread at the doorsteps as well.
The loudest of them all would be the Mee Rebus man who with all his might would bang the kuali (Malay for
cooking pot) so loud that one would immediately know of his presence. Near the market one would also find
the Ice parots and Chin cau stalls. The ice-cream man on the other hand earned himself a rather peculiar
name. Ice Cream Tong-tahi, which literally means feases tin in Malay, came about as the containers used to
store the ice-cream resembled those used for night soil collection. Ice cream was sold wrapped in bread or
in a biscuit. He would ring his bell and peddle up and down East Coast Road with children rushing constantly
rushing towards him.
He recalls occasionally attending the Church of the holy family which is housed in a modern building today.
It was a Eurasian community church. On Easter and on some Sundays, churchgoers would come dressed in
bonnets.
Katong, and hence East Coast Road, has been through much during the later half of the 20th century.
Most noticeably, the distinct and iconic feature of the area, the sea and all of the memories it has provided to the residents has been gobbled away by the reclamation to make way for Marine Parade.
“There is no history to connect Katong with Marine Parade,” he said.
The reclamation process happened right behind the. The importance of Katong diminished and for a while
there was a lull and Katong was very deserted.
“ I went there and stood by, and I saw the bulldozers pushing inch by inch the path that was once upon a
time the sea. I told myself, well, that’s development
The land was left empty was some years before the new township was built. When first built, the area
was deserted and he recalls that a street market would operate before the vendors were relocated. Vendors might have been those displaced from the other decommissioned markets of the East Coast, according to Mr Wee. At 6am, vans would come and vendors would set up shop.
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HDB BLocks
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5th Feburary 1962
On February 1962, the first day of the Chinese New Year, a fire broke out in the

afternoon around 2.30 pm. The blaze is believed to have started by fire crackers that
were set off on top of an atap-roofed Chinese Medicine Shop. The fire then spread to
other neighboring shophouses, before being fanned by the breeze, setting a large colon
of atap huts on fire.
The narrow pathways between the village houses hampered fire-fighting efforts. Assistance from the Army fire services and RAF Changi had to be brought in to control the
flames. In all, the fire claimed 80 houses resulting in the displacement of 456 residents.
The four HDB blocks along East Coast Road were built to house the fire victims. After
8 months of construction and costing $50,000, Rahim Bin Ishak, Assemblyman for Siglap,
officially declared the flats open in early February of 1964.
Blocks 1 to 3 consist of 82 sold flats whilst block 4 comprises of 35 two-room flats for
rent as well as 9 rental spaces for businesses and 1 rental eating house on the ground
floors of blocks 1 and 2.

In Nov 2011, the four blocks of flats built to house the fire victims have been slated for

redevelopment under Selective Redevelopment En Bloc scheme (Sers). The blocks are expected to be demolished by 2015. New flats will be built in Chai Chee to house those affected and are also expected to be completed by 2015.
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-Singapore Free Press, Crowd Watches Blaze, February 6 1962
-The Straits Times, Crackers on Roof 500 homes lost, February 6 1962
-The Straits Times, 4 blocks of flats built on fire site, January 14 1964

Mdm Daisy Goh
X HDB Blocks

18/1/2012, Block 1

Madam Daisy Goh, 64, has resided in the tworoom unit since 1989. She previously lived with her
parents in a landed property along Jalan Tua Kong,
a stone’s throw away from her current home.
After the death of her parents, she bought the
flat for $75,800 using her CPF savings.

Mdm Goh is one of the many residents who feel
sad to leave behind the old block of flats. She,
together with other residents, have similar concerns over the location of their new homes being
too close to the factories of Chai Chee. Despite
this, she has chosen to look on the brighter side.
“I’m very sad to leave for Chai Chee. But, I think
it shouldn’t be so bad. It’s still fairly convenient
At least it’s not Kallang. So many gangsters!,” she
said.
Still, for her, the blocks of flats were superbly
located for the daily commute into town. She
recalls that one could run down in time to catch
a bus after having just spotted it pull into the
nearby bus stop from the corridor.
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On October 7 1968, Mdm Goh joined the Singapore
Press Holdings (SPH) as an administrative staff earning $80 a month where she would receive appraisals
ever year. She recalls working with Mr Mah Bow Tan,
Mr Zainal Abidin and Mr Lim Kim Siang, whom she remembers attending his birthday party.
“ The party was a big event. Lots of important people where there like our former Prime Minister,” she
said with a smile.
It was also a pleasure working with Mr SR Nathan
during his stint at SPH and proudly remembers attending his daughter’s wedding at the Westinn. She
has since retired from SPH and worked part time
as a receptionist at the Siglap Family clinic on the
ground floor of the block beside hers.
She has lived alone ever since moving in. Mdm Goh
however is not close to her neighbours and has chosen not to mix with the local families living in the other units, saying that she cannot stand the gossip.
“Never look down on others. I go by the Hokkien saying, Ho Pa lang, ho kah ke,”she says.
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Mr. Liew
X HDB Blocks

17/1/2012, Block 1
Mr. Liew has lived in his three-room flat for nearly
50 years now. The 81-year old grandfather lives
alone, claiming to do all the housework by himself. His
wife has since passed away and his children live elsewhere. His mother is 110 years-old and lives in another
unit just behind his block.
The most memorable experience for Mr. Liew was
the Siglap Market fire. It had been the first day of
Chinese New Year. Families set off firecrackers
and a young man threw firecrackers on the roof
which caused started the fire that engulfed the
blocks along East Coast Road. In an hour, about 80
atap houses had been burnt down. Mr Liew recalls
that he was sleeping when the fire broke out. He
watched the flames destroy the squatter settlements from high ground.
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Mr. Liew moved to Singapore with his family from
Fujian, China in 1941, at a time when Marine Parade
was open sea with an occasional sampan drifting

by. Mr Liew lived in a kampong not far from Siglap
market--which was demolished after it burned down
in a fire.
He never attended school and started work when he
was 11. He did many jobs for a living, such as picking
up garbage and fishing along the East Coast. Money
as little as 1 cent could buy numerous necessities; one
could purchase a large basket of vegetables, sometimes even two.
When he was 30, he got married and supported 9
family members on his own--his mother, his wife, children and even his grandchildren.
Mr Liew also has memories of Singspore’s colonial
days. Most first-generation immigrant Chinese did not
have proper jobs at all. Most of those earned their
living through fishing and doing hard labor. He recalls
an innovative trade he was involved in. Parking charges
at the time ranged between 30 and 50 cents. The
more you pay for parking, the shinier your car
would be, because cleaning services were also provided.
“Life during that time was one of hardship,” said Mr.
Liew whilst looking out from the corridor.
But the Chinese community around me back then
was very closely-knit. People would donate money for
funeral services and during festival periods neighbours would visit each other to give gifts.
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“The British were very repressive. We had no rule of
our own,” he said.
Top: Mr. LIew shows us his various trophies he and his famPeople at that time also had a very strong sense of
ily members attained. Bottom: Mr. Liew’s family portraits.
obligation, he claims. He remembers the many secret

societies that were mushrooming everywhere. Their
rules were harsh and many acted territorially. As
long as you live in an area that supposedly belonged
to them, they were responsible for your safety,
even when you went for work. Each member would
have to pay about 2 dollars for a protection fee. If
you happened not to be a member and were within
their sensitive areas, ending your life was a necessity.
These secret societies also participated in activities
to overthrow the colonial rule, and they eventually
won, as claimed by Mr Liew.* He claims such protests were organized by a management association in
1959. He recalls participating in such protests, marching along streets with bustling traffic.
“ Nowadays, protesters are thugs,” he said with a
slight smile.

Mr Liew’s citizenship certificate of 1957
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* The British government granted Singapore self-rule in
1959. It was a variety of factors that led to the eventual exit
of the colonial government in Singapore. The official writing of
Singapore history does not cite such protests as a source for
a non-colonial government in Singapore.

Mr Su
X HDB Blocks

17/1/2012, Block 1

Mr Su, the owner of the printing shop at the ground floor, is over 70 years old now. His co-worker is
over 40. They have been working here for over 10 years. There is a feeling of frustration over the relocation because it means giving up the deeply bonded relationship between neighbors who care so much
for each other. However, moving is something they cannot change.
As a young boy, he remembered how the East Coast was filled with rustic small fishing villages who made
ends meet by going out to sea daily for a fresh catch. He recalls traveling up and down the meandering
street at the time, in buses that were hardly as comfortable as the ones today.
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Mr Loh
X HDB Blocks

18/1/2012, Block 3
Mr Loh Yap Seng’s parents escaped to Singapore
during the Japanese invasion of Taiwan and mainland China. He was born in Johor in 1941. People living
in Siglap were mostly poor, and they kept life going
through fishing earning very little.
“My memory of this place is gone. But, I am still sad
to leave,” he said.
When asked for an old photograph, all he could offer
was his passport.
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Mr Ang
X HDB Blocks

17/1/2012, Block 4
Mr Ang (not his real name) has lived in the tiny HDB
estate for over forty years since it was first
constructed to house the victims of the Kampong
Siglap fire of 1962.Originally living in Frankel Estate,
Ang’s family moved to an atap house located at the
same spot where the HDB blocks now stand when
he was very young.
He recalls the fire that broke out during a Chinese
New Year fire cracker procession. He was then a
young a child and was rushed out of the house by
his parents. The fire went raging through destroying his home and many others. Its thick smoke was
quickly spread by strong winds and engulfed the
entire area. Mr Ang’s family was resettled into the
HDB flats upon completion in 1964.
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Mr Ang has had a traumatic past. He went through an accident which resulted in the amputation of his
right leg at the age of 11. According to Ang, the present day stretch of Siglap Road from East Coast to
Marine Parade Roads, was a dirt road headed toward the sea made of red sand and littered with many
potholes. It had rained, and the potholes had become muddy. He was pushing a bicycle whilst trying to avoid
the mud. Unfortunately, he crossed paths with a lorry and was run over. He remembers shouting frantically, calling for the driver stop and was dragged over the rough surface of the road for approximately
100 meters.
It wasn’t until 45 minutes later when an ambulance arrived to take him to Changi General Hospital where he
could receive medical attention. By then, his serious wounds had become infected. He claims the doctors
took the easy way out of simply amputating his leg.
After the accident, Mr Ang sought peace in religion. He has vivid memories of his ordeal in court. The
initial compensation agreed upon was $20,000. However, due to complications, the amount was never paid.
He, together with his lawyer, then took the case to the Traffic Police before he found himself at a Supreme Court hearing. On both occasions, Mr Ang won the cases together with his lawyer, whom he only
remembers as De Souza. The final amount settled was $31,000. He prides himself on being highly effective
at defending himself and maneuvering around the twisted questions posed.
“I could have worked for Mr De Souza,” he said with a grin.
Life afterwards was tough for Mr Ang. Finding a stable job was a challenge given his handicapped condition. He remembers having to resign because he could not work the night shift due to limited public transport options after 11pm. However, he managed to work at a Swiss associated watch factory in Jurong
for a couple of years. He chooses to remain secluded from the other residents. His immediate family
members visit every Sunday. He lives alone in his two room flat that will soon be reduced to rubble. When
asked on his feelings about his relocation to Chai Chee, Mr Ang gave a short answer: “What can we do?”.
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112 Upper East Coast
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Mr. Kothandapani
X Mr. Kothandapani

18/1/2012
Mr Kothandapani has run his Siglap barbershop
business for the past 58 years. Born in India, he
learnt the trade there before he left his family
and came to Singapore in 1950. He first worked at
a barbershop along Orchard Road before he moved
to his relatives’ shop behind the old Oriental Theatre,
demolished in 1970.
In May of 1955, he started his own business in a
shophouse along East Coast Road at the junction
of Woo Mon Chew Road (119 East Coast Road). Mr
Kothandapani started the establishment with 5 other
workers also from India. He has since always kept a
steady supply of workers from India, though numbers have been reduced to only 3 today.
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“Very difficult to get permit for workers these today,” he says.
His business has seen many well-known customers
regularly patronizing his services, these include Mr
SR Nathan, several ministers as well as Mr Kishore
Mahbubani. However, not all has been rosy. He has
warded off evictions and property developers in the
past. He proudly displays the articles and the cases
he won.
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Mr Kothandapani’s previous saloon.

The current saloon.

In 2007, due to rising cost in rentals, Mr Kothandapani was forced to move across the street to a much
more modern apartment building. However, the ambience of the all shop has been preserved, from the original flooring to the old school radio that continues to play songs in Tamil. He says that this is still temporary
and that he hopes to return to the original shophouse.
“I used to pay $40 rent. Now it’s $10,000. How can!,”
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Mr Kothandapani despite his age, refuses to close shop. Continuing his business to him helps him keep healthy
and to remain active. He continues to work from 9am to 9pm daily with a day off on Friday. According to
his memory, at one time, 3,350 traditional Indian-run barbershops use to be operational throughout Singapore,
now only a handful remains. His son, now a teacher, has no interest in keeping the business.

Mdm. Faridah Anom
X Mdm. Faridah Anom

17/1/2012
Mdm Faridah Anom, 79 and a mother of 9 children,
resided in Kampong Bedok Laut from 1972 to 1987.
The old kampong use to stand behind the currentday Eastwood Centre and a sea of neat mid-sized
terrace houses, tucked into every nook and cranny.
She lived in a 3-room house by the sea costing $20
in rent every month. Fishermen would rise before
the arrival of daylight and would return just before
noon with a fresh catch up for grabs. Their catch
would be proudly displayed along the beach and residents would have to walk with their feet sinking in
the sand to purchase.
Surrounding the Kampong was a vast, at least for
Singapore at the time, of vice-infested jungle. She
recalls how young teenagers would engage in illegal
activities such as drinking and the consumption of
drugs. During a Hari Raya celebration, the family’s
entire collection of shoes was stolen.
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“The whole kampong knew it was those youngsters in the jungle,” she said.
The place has changed rapidly. Most striking of all, the lifeline of the kampong, the sea, is now forever
gone. The once vibrant shoreline with hawkers selling a myriad of local dishes has now been relocated to
the much more modern Bedok Corner Hawker Centre. The old petrol kiosk, Benzen, which use to be a
monument to grease, is now a row of terrace houses spotting clean lines.
“Everything is gone. It was so long ago,” she said with a sigh.
Kampong Bedok Laut means Bedok Sea Village in the Malay Language
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About us

T

Victoria Junior College
Singapore Memory Project.

his is a project done by a trio of students from

SMP

contribution to the

as a

aims to collect 5 million memories from Singaporeans of all walks of life by 2015

and is spearheaded by the National Library Board. Their component aims to collect
personal memories, anecdotes and photographs of East Coast Road.
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The Members
Hamzah

“It’s been a wonderful experience hearing the rich memories of Singaporeans
and getting a glimpse of the past, one that is hard to see in the Singapore of
today.”
Hamzah is currently in Year 3 of the Victoria Integrated Programme (VIP) at
Victoria Junior College. He has lived in the East Coast all his life. His father is
of Malay and Indian heritage, whilst his mother is from the United States. He
enjoys history and current affairs.

Jinlu

“It is very touching to listen to the heartfelt stories shared by these elderly
people. This project gives me a chance to comprehend the lives in that poverty-stricken epoch in such a developed country. “
Li Jinlu is a foreign student from Liaoning Province in the PRC. She lives in
Victoria Hall, a hostel within the Victoria School campus. She enjoys reading
and socializing with friends.

Su Myat

“
This project was truly a novel experience for me. I don’t think I would have ever
had the chance to go knocking on people’s doors to ask for an interview, and
this gave me a scope of the world beyond what I see in my daily school life. “
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Su Myat is a foreign student from Myanmar who has been living in the East
Coast area for over two years. She enjoys drawing and tinkering with IT in her
past time.

